
 

Framework for Learning:                               The Function 
              A Special Relation 
Leader’s Name: …………………………………. 
 
Co-Leader’s Name: ……………………………...                                          Instructor’s Initials: ……. 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
Getting Started: 
Today’s lesson is on the function, a special relation.  
We will do one example in relations in order to review the 4 ways to present relations.  
With your partner or a small group, go to a computer with internet access. 
 
Log into UMathX 
From the Content Menu, follow the path below: 
 
Algebra> Section 3: Patterns, Patterns, Patterns> Patterns to Formulas 

Select and work through the Lesson:  Example 5 
 
As you work through the example, record the information in the table below.  
 
Label convenient units on the axis. 
 

 
From the pattern above, we determine .. in general, that the equation is  N = _____________ 
Now use the table and the equation to graph the points representing this relation above. 
Should we join the points? 
This Relation is represented by:   1._graph
     2.__________ 

 .. a _____________line, hence this is a linear relation. 

     3.__________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
Working In It: 
Now return to the Content Menu and follow the path Graphing > Relations, Equations & Functions 
In the section Functions, work through the Sub Lessons: What is a Function? and Examples 1, 2, 3 
In the section Vertical Line Test, work through the Sub Lessons: Examples 1, 2, 3 and record: 
 
A Relation is …  
A Function is a relation in which each element (usually X) of the domain  is … 



Build It. Draw It. Talk It. Write It. Now you OWN It! 

            www.UMathX.com 

Example 1 .. record, graph and answer   Example 2 … record, graph and answer 

 
The above example ____ a function because … The above example _____ a function because… 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Example 3 … record, graph and answer   Example 4 (design your own and discuss) 

 
The above example ____ a function because … The above example ____ a function because … 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Vertical Line Test: Example 1    Vertical Line Test: Example 2 

 
The above example ____ a function because … The above example ____ a function because … 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
Now return to the computer and refer back to the menu above in UMath X: 
Complete the Examples in the sections Function Notation and Patterns to Words to Equations. 
In Function Notation – Example 1:  Y = 2 X – 3 .. record the table and the graph in a notebook. 
             F(X) =____  therefore  F(2) =     (ie find ___ when X = ___) 
          F(4) =      (ie find ___ when X = ___) 
_______________________________________________________ 

Reflect and Connect: 
In UMath X – Graphing – Relations, Equations and Functions – Patterns to Words to Equations 
 
Work through the 4 examples in UMath X with your group on the computer.  Record in your textbook. 


